Abstract. We establish Ohno-type identities for multiple harmonic (q-)sums which generalize Hoffman's identity and Bradley's identity. Our result leads to a new proof of the Ohno-type relation for A-finite multiple zeta values recently proved by Hirose, Imatomi, Murahara and Saito. As a further application, we give certain sum formulas for A 2 -or A 3 -finite multiple zeta values.
Introduction
Let N be a positive integer. Euler [5] proved the following identity for the N-th harmonic number: Let k = (k 1 , . . . , k r ) and k ∨ = (l 1 , . . . , l s ). After Roman [12] (the case r = 1) and Hernandez [1] (the case s = 1), Hoffman [8] 
There are also q-analogs of these identities. Let q be a real number satisfying 0 < q < 1. For an integer m, we define the q-integer After Dilcher [4] (the case r = 1) and Prodinger [11] (the case s = 1), Bradley [3] proved a q-analog of Hoffman's identity (2)
The equality (2) or (3) is a kind of duality for multiple harmonic (q-)sums. Since the duality relations for (q-)multiple zeta values are generalized to Ohno's relations ( [9, 2] ), it is natural to ask whether (and how) we can generalize (2) and (3) to Ohno-type identities. This question was considered by Oyama [10] and more recently by Hirose, Imatomi, Murahara and Saito [7] . More precisely, they treated identities of the A-finite multiple zeta values, that is, congruences modulo prime numbers.
In this article, we prove Ohno-type identities which generalize (3) (Theorem 2.1) and (2) (Corollary 2.2). We stress that our formulas are true identities, not congruences. This allows us to give, besides a new proof of Hirose-Imatomi-Murahara-Saito's relation for A-finite multiple zeta values, sum formulas for A 2 -or A 3 -finite multiple zeta values, which are congruences modulo square or cube of primes.
Main Results

2.1.
Ohno-type identity. For a tuple of non-negative integers e = (e 1 , . . . , e r ), we define its weight wt(e) and depth dep(e) to be e 1 + · · · + e r and r, respectively. Let J e,r be the set of all tuples of non-negative integers e such that wt(e) = e, dep(e) = r, and set J * ,r := ∞ e=0 J e,r . For e 1 , e 2 ∈ J * ,r , e 1 + e 2 denotes the entrywise sum. Similarly, let I k,r be the set of all indices k such that wt(k) = k, dep(k) = r, and set I * ,r := ∞ k=0 I k,r . By convention, I * ,0 = {∅} is the set consisting only of the empty index.
For k = (k 1 , . . . , k r ) ∈ I * ,r and e = (e 1 , . . . , e r ) ∈ J * ,r , put
where δ ij is Kronecker's delta. Here, we use the convention that e − 1 e = 1 (e = 0), 0 (e > 0).
For a positive integer N, k = (k 1 , . . . , k r ) ∈ I * ,r and e = (e 1 , . . . , e r ) ∈ J * ,r , we define the multiple harmonic q-sums H ⋆ N (k; q) and z ⋆ N (k; e; q) by
By taking the limit q → 1 in (4), we obtain the following:
Corollary 2.2. Let N be a positive integer, e a non-negative integer and k ∈ I * ,r an index. Set s := dep(k ∨ ). Then we have
The case e = 0 gives Hoffman's identity
. For an application of (6), we recall A-finite multiple zeta values. First we define a Q-algebra A by
For a positive integer N and an index k = (k 1 , . . . , k r ) ∈ I * ,r , we define a multiple harmonic sum ζ N (k) by
2.2. Sum formulas for finite multiple zeta values. Before stating our second main result, let us recall the sum formulas for A-finite multiple zeta values. First, it is easily seen that
but this is not an analog of the sum formula for the multiple zeta values [6] , since the admissibility condition k r ≥ 2 is ignored in (7) . A more precise analog (and its generalization) is due to Saito-Wakabayashi [14] . For integers k, r and i satisfying 1
where B n denotes the n-th Seki-Bernoulli number. Note that B p−k = 0 if k is even.
Theorem 2.4 (Saito-Wakabayashi [14] ). Let k, r and i be integers satisfying 1 ≤ i ≤ r < k. Then, in the ring A, we have equalities
In particular, if k is even, we see that
Our aim is to lift the identities (7) and (8) in A, which represent systems of congruences modulo (almost all) primes p, to congruences modulo p 2 or p 3 , by using the identity (6). Let n be a positive integer. In accordance with [13, 16, 21] , we define a Q-algebra A n by
and the A n -finite multiple zeta values ζ An (k) and ζ
We use the symbol B p−k again to denote the element (B p−k mod p n ) p of A n , and put p := (p mod p n ) p ∈ A n . Then our second main result is the following:
Theorem 2.5 (= Proposition 4.6 + Theorem 5.1 + Theorem 4.7). Let k, r be positive integers satisfying r ≤ k. Then, in the ring A 2 , we have
If k is odd, in the ring A 3 , we have
Furthermore, let i be an integer satisfying 1 ≤ i ≤ r and we assume that k is even and greater than r. Then the equalities
Here the coefficients a k,r,i and b k,r,i are given by
We will prove this theorem in §4 and §5.
3. The proof of Theorem 2.1 Definition 3.1 (Connected sum). Let N be a positive integer, q a real number satisfying 0 < q < 1 and x an indeterminate. Let r > 0 and s ≥ 0 be integers. For k = (k 1 , . . . , k r ) ∈ J * ,r satisfying k 1 , . . . , k r−1 ≥ 1 and l = (l 1 , . . . , l s ) ∈ I * ,s , we define a formal power series Z
where
for m = (m 1 , . . . , m r ) and n = (n 1 , . . . , n s ). connected by the factor C(m r , n 1 , q, x) (and the relation m r ≤ n 1 ). We call it a connected sum with connector C(m r , n 1 , q, x). In [17] , another type of connected sums is used to give a new proof of Ohno's relation for the multiple zeta values and Bradley's q-analog of it.
Theorem 3.3. For (k 1 , . . . , k r ) ∈ J * ,r with k 1 , . . . , k r−1 ≥ 1 and (l 1 , . . . , l s ) ∈ I * ,s , we have
Moreover, if s > 0, we also have
Proof. The equality (9) follows from the telescoping sum
applied to m = m r , n = n 2 and a = n 1 in the definition of Z ⋆ N (k 1 , . . . , k r ; 1, l 1 , . . . , l s ; q; x). Similarly, the equality (10) follows from the telescoping sum . . . , k r +1, 0; l 1 , . . . , l s ; q; x). Corollary 3.4. Let N be a positive integer and k = (k 1 , . . . , k r ) an index. We define P N (k; q; x), Q N (k; q; x) and R N (q; x) by
Proof. By applying equalities in Theorem 3.3 wt(k) times, we see that
holds by the definition of the Hoffman dual. For example,
= Z ⋆ N (1, 1, 1; 1) 
In the last equality, we have used the partial fraction decomposition
The proof is complete.
Proof of Theorem 2.1. By using the expansion formula
Proposition 4.2 ([22], [20, Theorem 3.2])
. Let k, r, k 1 and k 2 be positive integers, and assume that l : ({1} e−j )
Proof. Since a congruence
holds for any odd prime p and any positive integer m with m < p (cf. [16, Lemma 4.1] ), this corollary is a direct consequence of (6).
Proposition 4.6. For positive integers k and r such that r ≤ k, we have
Proof. Let k = ({1} r ) and e = k − r in (17) . Then k ∨ = (r) and we have
For 0 ≤ j < k − r, ζ
Proof. Let k = ({1} i−1 , 2, {1} r−i ) and e = k − r − 1 in (17) . Then k ∨ = (i, r − i + 1) and we have
Therefore, the right hand side of (19) is equal to 1 2
By comparing the coefficient of
, we see that
and by using the partial fraction decomposition
, we see that We know that S l,j S ⋆ k−l,r−j,r+1−i−j is a rational multiple of B p−l−1 B p−k+l p for 1 ≤ j ≤ r−i and we also know that S l,j,j+i−r S ⋆ k−l,r−j is a rational multiple of B p−l B p−k+l−1 p for r − i + 1 ≤ j ≤ r − 1 by Theorem 2.4 and Proposition 4.6. Since k is even, these are zero for every l. Therefore, we have From now on, we assume that k is odd. We recall a formula
proved by Sun [18, Theorem 5.1].
